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Abstract
We retrospectively collected data on 130 minimally invasive colon resection
cases performed by the same surgeon from April 2005 to February 2017, of
which 35 were completed laparoscopically and 95 were completed robotically.
The first 30 robotic cases were allocated to a Training group to account for the
learning needed to stabilize operative ability. The 35 laparoscopic cases and 65
of the 95 robotic cases, starting with the 31st case, were compared. Robotic
partial colon resection was significantly more capable than the laparoscopic
approach in limiting blood loss (p < 0.05) during the procedure, lessening
conversion to a traditional open approach (p < 0.05), and produced a quantitatively larger lymph node harvest (p < 0.05). Patients of robotic cases also
had overall shorter hospital stay (p < 0.05). Laparoscopic cases were significantly shorter in terms of operation time (p < 0.05). Laparoscopic and robotic
approaches had similar rates of several aspects of morbidity and mortality.
The robotic approach to partial colon resection is a technically capable modality of operation intraoperatively, as shown by increased lymph node harvest
and less blood loss, and may provide some benefits to patients postoperatively, evidenced by shorter hospital stays, and potentially an oncologic benefit by
obtaining higher lymph node harvest in cancer cases. Another benefit of the
implementation of a robotic approach is the increased number of patients that
are eligible for and ultimately undergo a safe and successful minimally invasive surgery as compared to a more traditional surgical approach.

Keywords
Robot, Da Vinci, Laparoscopic, Hemicolectomy, Colon Resection, Short-Term
Outcomes

1. Introduction
There is a growing body of evidence that minimally invasive surgical techniques
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are superior to open approach in patient outcomes and overall cost [1] [2]. The
advantages minimally invasive techniques are commonly accepted and widely
demonstrated [3]. Our goal was to compare minimally invasive approaches towards colorectal resection, specifically laparoscopic and robotic-assisted surgery.
Robotic-assisted surgery may be a safe and effective alternative to laparoscopic
surgery, as it combines the advantages of minimally invasive surgery while allowing the technique and clarity of an open procedure [3] [4]. The use of robotics in surgery has incorporated a level of sophistication in the way of stabilization, 3-D visualization, and ergonomic support [3] [5] [6] [7].
The minimally invasive approach to surgery is widely applied to many digestive procedures in current surgery practice, including colon resection. However,
there is still debate over whether robotic-assisted laparoscopy confers benefits
over the more routinely used laparoscopic approach [7] [8] [9].
The objective of this study was to evaluate differences in laparoscopic and robotic-assisted surgery by evaluating short-term outcomes including hospital
stay, morbidity, and mortality when used for partial colon resection. We also
evaluated aspects of the operation including operation time, blood loss, and operation time. We hypothesized that robotic surgery would show benefits in
terms of intraoperative ability and short-term patient outcomes due to the technical precision it offers intraoperatively.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study Design
This study was an observational, retrospective single provider analysis of laparoscopic and robotic colon resections completed between April 2005 and February 2017 performed by one general surgeon at North Austin Medical Center
(Austin, Texas). This surgeon gained prior laparoscopic experience during residency and subsequently in private clinical practice focused on minimally invasive surgery since 2001.
The robot surgical system (da Vinci) was first introduced to this practice in
2008 and the first operation in which the system was used by this provider was
in July 2008.
The inclusion criteria for cases included that the case was a non-emergent
partial colon resection performed at North Austin Medical Center, and the attending surgeon directing the case was Dr. Francis Buzad. We did not exclude
patients based on age, prior abdominal surgery, or anticipated outpatient treatment.
The variables that were analyzed in this study were collected by retrospective
medical chart review. Two medical students collected data on operating time, estimated blood loss (EBL), post-op hospital stay, morbidity and mortality.
The sample was divided into three groups, of which two groups were analyzed. The first group was composed of all cases in which there was a laparoscopic approach and is therefore named Laparoscopic. Data was collected from
DOI: 10.4236/ss.2017.88038
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cases performed between April 2005 and March 2011.
The second group was composed of the first 30 cases in which the surgeon attempted a robotic approach and is therefore named Training. There is evidence
to suggest that robotic skills will stabilize after a substantial allowance for adaptation through an ample learning curve [10] [11]. The Training group was
created to minimize variability in robotic-assisted surgery data that would be
eliminated through experience with the technique.
The third group was composed of all colon resections with a robotic approach
including the 31st procedure and all robotic-assisted cases performed thereafter.
This group was referred to as Robotic throughout this paper. Data was collected
from cases performed between March 2009 and February 2017. Measures of efficacy included morbidity and mortality, blood loss, conversion to open, and
length of hospital stay. Secondary outcomes included lymph node collection for
oncologic cases.
Postoperative morbidity parameters were divided into local and systemic
morbidity. Local morbidity included local hematoma formation, wound infection, anastomotic leak, intraperitoneal abscess, bowel obstruction, intraperitoneal bleeding, anastomotic stenosis, and significant anastomotic bleeding. Systemic morbidity included atelectasis producing fever, anemia requiring transfusion, prolonged ileus defined as return of bowel function delayed more than 3
days, urinary retention requiring catheterization, pneumonia, pulmonary embolism, pulmonary edema, cardiac arrest, and admittance to ICU care. Mortality
in the perioperative period and reoperation rate was also evaluated.
There were 13 cases within the Laparoscopic group, 8 in the Training group,
and 34 in the Robotic group that were pathologically evaluated for oncologic
staging. The number of lymph nodes harvest in these cases was quantified for
comparison between the Laparoscopic and Robotic groups.

2.2. Statistical Analysis
Discrete variables including operating time, blood loss, and hospital stay were
expressed as the mean (standard deviation) and compared using the Mann
Whitney U Test. Categorical variables including conversion to open surgery and
post-op morbidity variables were expressed as frequency (percent) and compared using the Fisher Exact Test (v2). Differences were considered significant if

p values were <0.05.

3. Results
Between April 2005 and February 2017, 130 partial colon resections were performed that fit the inclusion criteria for this study. Of these cases, 35 were Laparoscopic, 30 were in the Training group, and 65 were Robotic. Data from the
Training group were excluded in statistical analysis, but are still applicable in the
evaluation of patient characteristics and morbidity. Patient Characteristics are
given in Table 1. There was no statistically significant difference in age, sex,
DOI: 10.4236/ss.2017.88038
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Table 1. Patient Characteristics.
Group
Patient Characteristics

Laparoscopic
(n = 35)

Training
(n = 30)

Robotic
(n = 65)

p*

Age (years)

66.8 (14.4)

56.8 (11.9)

63.1 (14.2)

0.18

Sex (%)

0.83

Male

18 (51.4)

10 (33.5)

36 (55.4)

17 (48.6)

20 (66.7)

29 (44.6)

BMI (kg/m )

27.6 (6.2)

27.4 (6.0)

28.0 (7.4)

0.67

Previous Abdominal Surgery

15 (40.0)

19 (63.3)

40 (60.6)

0.09

Left Colectomy

10 (28.6)

19 (63.3)

36 (54.5)

Right Colectomy

23 (65.7)

11 (36.7)

27 (40.9)

Transverse Colectomy

2 (5.7)

0 (0.0)

3 (45.5)

Diverticulitis

6 (17.1)

16 (53.3)

25 (37.9)

Colon Mass

27 (77.1)

14 (46.7)

40 (60.6)

Other

2 (5.7)

0 (0.0)

1 (1.5)

Female
2

Primary Operation

Diagnosis

Discrete data are given as mean values with standard deviation in parenthesis. Categorical data are given as
raw values with percentage of total in parenthesis. *p values of discrete data were calculated using
Mann-Whitney U-Test to compare Laparoscopic and Robotic data, and categorical data was calculated using Fisher Exact Test to comparison of Laparoscopic and Robotic data.

Table 2. Intraoperative and Perioperative Outcomes.
Intraoperative and Perioperative
Outcomes

Group
Laparoscopic
(n = 35)

Training
(n = 30)

Robotic
(n = 65)

p*

Mean Operating Time (min)

131.8 (55.6)

214.5 (41.6)

200.8 (46.7)

<0.01

Post-Op Hospital Stay (days)

5.6 (3.1)

5.0 (3.7)

4.3 (2.4)

0.02

Estimated Blood Loss, EBL (mL)

70.0 (51.5)

73.4 (71.3)

44.8 (53.9)

<0.01

Discrete data are given as mean values with standard deviation in parenthesis. Data for cases that were
converted to open were excluded for comparison of discrete variables. *p values of discrete data were calculated using Mann-Whitney U-Test to compare Laparoscopic and Robotic data.

BMI, or proportion of patients with previous abdominal surgery between the
Laparoscopic and Robotic groups.
Intraoperative and Perioperative Outcomes are given in Table 2 and Figure 1.
The time spent in the operating room was significantly longer in the Robotic
group when compared to the Laparoscopic group, (p < 0.05). The EBL was significantly less in the Robotic group when compared to the Laparoscopic group,
(p < 0.05). The postoperative hospital stay was significantly less in the Robotic
group when compared to the Laparoscopic group, (p < 0.05).
DOI: 10.4236/ss.2017.88038
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Figure 1. Intraoperative and Perioperative Outcomes: Mean Operating Time, Post-Op
Hospital Stay, and EBL.

Post-operative morbidity and mortality rates are given in Table 3. In the Laparoscopic group, 12 cases were converted to open while only 3 were converted
DOI: 10.4236/ss.2017.88038
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to open in the Robotic group (p < 0.05). There was no significant difference in
rate of post-op morbidity between Laparoscopic and Robotic groups. The highest frequency of complication overall was prolonged ileus, followed by anastomotic bleeding. There were nine overall cases of ileus, four in the Laparoscopic,
one in the Training, and three in the Robotic group. There were total four cases
complicated by bleeding from the anastomotic closure, one in the Laparoscopic
group requiring observation, one in the Training group requiring reoperation,
and two in the robotic group. The two robotic cases were evidenced by a significant drop in hematocrit requiring one and two units of transfused blood. Bleeding resolved spontaneously in both cases without the need for reoperation.
Table 3. Morbidity and Mortality.
Group
Laparoscopic
(n = 35)

Training
(n = 30)

Robotic
(n = 65)

p*

Open Conversion

12 (34.2)

4 (20.0)

3 (4.6)

<0.01

Postoperative Morbidity

7 (20.0)

8 (40.0)

16 (24.2)

0.80

Hematoma

1 (2.9)

-

-

0.35

Wound Infection

-

-

-

1

Anastomotic Leak

-

2 (6.7)

-

1

Intraperitoneal Abscess

-

-

-

1

Bowel Obstruction

-

1 (3.3)

2 (3.1)

0.54

Intraperitoneal Bleeding

-

-

-

1

Anastomotic Stenosis

-

-

-

1

Anastomotic Bleeding

1 (2.9)

1 (3.3)

2 (3.1)

1

Atelectasis

-

-

1 (1.5)

1

Anemia Requiring Transfusion

-

-

2 (3.1)

1

Ileus

4 (11.4)

2 (6.7)

3 (4.6)

0.24

Urinary Retention

-

-

-

1

Pneumonia

-

-

1 (1.5)

1

Pulmonary Embolism

-

-

-

1

Pulmonary Edema

-

-

1 (1.5)

1

Cardiac Arrest

-

-

1 (1.5)

1

ICU Care

1 (2.9)

-

1 (1.5)

1

Mortality

-

-

1 (1.5)

1

Reoperation

-

2 (6.7)

1 (1.5)

1

Morbidity and Mortality

Intra-Operative Complication

Local

Systemic

Data are given as raw numbers of patients are listed with percentage of total patients in parenthesis. *p values were calculated using Fisher Exact Test for comparison of Laparoscopic and Robotic data.
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Table 4. Technical Ability.
Technical Ability

Group
Laparoscopic (n = 13)

Training (n = 8)

Robotic (n = 34)

12.4 (3.9)

15.9 (3.1)

23.6 (8.6)

Lymph Node Harvest

p*
<0.01

Data includes cases where resection was indicated for a colon mass and subsequent pathologic evaluation
required oncologic staging. Cases in which conversion to open were required were excluded. *p values were
calculated using Mann-Whitney U-Test to compare Laparoscopic and Robotic groups.

Figure 2. Technical Ability: Lymph Node Harvest.

There were three total instances of reoperation throughout the study. Two
were within the Training group, both due to the need for surgical repair of an
anastomotic leak. One case in the Robotic group required reoperation due to
prolonged ileus and subsequent small bowel obstruction.
There was one case of perioperative mortality in the Robotic cohort. The patient died during coronary catheterization after experiencing a cardiovascular
complication.
Technical Ability in oncologic resection is given in Table 4 and Figure 2.
Harvest of lymph nodes was quantitatively analyzed in applicable cases. There
were a significantly higher number of lymph nodes harvested in oncologic cases
within the Robotic group when compared with the Laparoscopic group (p < 0.05).

4. Discussion
The data as collected in this study suggest that the robotic partial colon resection
shows significant differences in comparison to the laparoscopic approach, most
notably through the difference found in the number of operations that were
converted to open and reduced blood loss. Conversion to open negates the noted
benefits of minimally invasive surgery. We hypothesize that the greatly significant reduction in conversion rate in the robotic group may be due to many factors including the technical capability arising from fully articulating instrumentation, clearer visualization, and adaptability with the robotic system when
DOI: 10.4236/ss.2017.88038
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compared to similar laparoscopic procedures. The precision of robotic-assisted
surgery makes it a reasonable alternative in difficult surgical situations where the
laparoscopic approach may not be adequate [3]. An additional and significant
impact of the greater technical capability of the robotic system is the elimination
of a selective approach to offering MIS. Prior to adopting robotics in this practice, the use of a laparoscopic method averaged 58.3% of electively scheduled
partial colectomy cases. After adoption, the application of robotics to partial colectomy approaches 100% of elective case volume.
The robotic approach may also confer benefits to postoperative patient recovery. Decreased hospital stay may indicate a more robust patient recovery postop. The exact cause of decreased length of stay is not entirely clear. We postulate
that, although some parts of the impact are accounted for by improved surgical
technique, some of the effects are results of increased use of various elements of
enhanced recovery pathways [12]. There were no significant differences in morbidity or mortality between laparoscopic and robotic groups. However, we suspect that this may be in part due to the limited amount of data.
In scrutiny of operation time, robotic cases were significantly longer. We suspect this is likely a reflection the wider spectrum of more difficult partial colectomies not attempted laparoscopically prior to adoption of robotics. The longer
operation time may also be in part due to the docking and undocking of the robot itself, a maneuver which is not necessary in laparoscopic cases [3] [13]. The
efficiency of the docking process is highly dependent on the familiarity of the
surgical team with the da Vinci Robotics system and can therefore be quite variable. This may also be affected by the generation of robot used, and is a possible
parameter to evaluate in future study. Two generations of the da Vinci Robot, Si
and Xi, were used in accordance with what was available at the medical facility of
interest over the course of the material analyzed. Therefore, technical advances
between the first and second iteration of the robot used in this study were not
evaluated. Although docking time may not completely remove the significant
difference in operation time, the decrease in hospital stay may outweigh the
longer time spent operatively. Overall, the demonstrated advantages in patient
outcomes could outweigh long setup and procedure time [3] [13]. Evaluation of
the two variables in comparison to one another is outside of the scope of this
study and a point for future research.
Although this study is unique in its ability to control for many independent
variables due to the consistency in the medical staff and resources available, it
should be mentioned that there may be limits to this research since it is an evaluation of only one physician’s work. Our data was highly dependent on one
surgeon’s skill and individual experience [14]. Additionally, advances in medical
treatment that were implemented within this time span of this project which
may influence the data could not be accounted for [12].
The cost of the robotic approach in comparison to that of laparoscopic and
open procedures has been a topic of interest since its debut as a surgical tool [1]
DOI: 10.4236/ss.2017.88038
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[8]. Collecting information about overall cost was beyond the scope of this
study. However, we hypothesize that the gap between laparoscopic and robotic
surgical costs may not be as wide as was previously thought [1] [15]. The lifetime
use of robotic equipment greatly dilutes its initial cost. More importantly, the
advantages that robotic surgery may confer in patient healing as shown by decreased hospital stay may prove to be a major factor in reducing overall hospital
cost of surgical patient care [1] [8] [15].
Although data was collected as concisely as possible, changes in record-keeping
practices over time this institution may have played an immeasurable influence
on data that was collected.
Many studies have shown the comparable safety and results of laparoscopic
and robotic approaches to colon resection [7] [9] [11] [16]. However, robotics is
an innovative way to reestablish some advantages of open surgery that were lost
in the transition to laparoscopy, including 3D visualization, free motion of surgical instruments, and stabilization [4] [9]. Robotics also confers a serious advantage when considering large surgical volumes due to the increased availability of the minimally invasive approach to patients that would not be ideal candidates for a purely laparoscopic approach [3] [6] [7] [17] [18]. Although operating times are substantially longer, our evaluation of evidence at this institution
demonstrates that the benefits of robotic-assisted surgery are substantial in several aspects of the surgical approach, specifically intraoperative technical ability
and patient outcomes as indicated by shortened hospital stay.
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